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RESEARCHERS CREATE AEROSOLIZED MRNA "VACCINE"

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Yale University researchers have developed a new airborne method for delivering mRNA right to

your lungs. The team has also used the method to vaccinate mice intranasally,  opening the door

for human testing in the near future.

While scientists are hailing the creation as an easy way to vaccinate the masses, critics wonder if

the development of an airborne vaccine could be used for nefarious purposes, including covert

bioenhancements,  which have already been recommended in academic literature.

Yale Team Develops Airborne mRNA, Delivers It to Lungs

In a study on mice, Yale scientists created polymer nanoparticles to encapsulate mRNA, making

it inhalable so it can reach the lungs. Courtney Malo, editor with Science Translational Medicine,

which published the study, explained:

"The ability to e-ciently deliver mRNA to the lung would have applications for vaccine

development, gene therapy, and more. Here, Suberi et al. showed that such mRNA

delivery can be accomplished by encapsulating mRNAs of interest within optimized

poly(amine-co-ester) polyplexes [nanoparticles].

Polyplex-delivered mRNAs were e-ciently translated into protein in the lungs of mice

with limited evidence of toxicity. This platform was successfully applied as an intranasal

SARS-CoV-2 vaccine, eliciting robust immune responses that conferred protection

against subsequent viral challenge. These results highlight the potential of this delivery

system for vaccine applications and beyond."

The team, led by cellular and molecular physiologist Mark Saltzman, explained that the inhalable

mRNA vaccine successfully protected against SARS-CoV-2, which "opens the door to delivering

other messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutics for gene replacement therapy and other treatments

in the lungs."

For the study, mice received two intranasal doses of nanoparticles carrying mRNA COVID-19

vaccines, which proved to be effective in the animals. In the past, lung-targeted mRNA therapies

had trouble making it into the cells necessary to express the encoded protein, known as poor

transfection eTciency.

"The Saltzman group got around this hurdle in part by using a nanoparticle made from

poly(amine-co-ester) polyplexes, or PACE, a biocompatible and highly customizable polymer," a

Yale University news release explained.  In a previous study, Saltzman had tried a "prime and

spike" system to deliver COVID-19 shots, which involved injecting mRNA shots into a muscle,

then spraying spike proteins into the nose.

It turned out the injection portion may be unnecessary, and Saltzman has high hopes for the

airborne delivery method, beyond vaccines:

"In the new report, there is no intramuscular injection. We just gave two doses, a prime

and a boost, intranasally, and we got a highly protective immune response. But we also

showed that, generally, you can deliver different kinds of mRNA. So it's not just good for a

vaccine, but potentially also good for gene replacement therapy in diseases like cystic

Sbrosis and gene editing.

We used a vaccine example to show that it works, but it opens the door to doing all these

other kinds of interventions."

Air Vax Could ‘Radically Change’ How People Are Vaccinated

Saltzman says this "new method of delivery could ‘radically change the way people are

vaccinated,’" making it easier to vaccinate people in remote areas or those who are afraid of

needles.  But that’s not all. An airborne vaccine makes it possible to rapidly disseminate it

across a population.

By releasing the vaccine in the air, there’s no need to inject each person individually — which is

not only time-consuming but diTcult if an individual objects to the shot. This isn’t the case with

an airborne vaccine, which can be released into the air without consent or even the public’s

knowledge.

A similar strategy is being used with mRNA in shrimp, which are too small and numerous to be

injected individually. Instead, an oral "nanovaccine" was created to stop the spread of a virus.

Shai Ufaz, chief executive oTcer of ViAqua, which developed the technology, stated:

"Oral delivery is the holy grail of aquaculture health development due to both the

impossibility of vaccinating individual shrimp and its ability to substantially bring down

the operational costs of disease management while improving outcomes ..."

While the Yale scientists are targeting an intranasal mRNA product, the outcome is the same —

get as many exposed as possible with the least amount of cost and effort. According to the Yale

study:

"An inhalable platform for messenger RNA (mRNA) therapeutics would enable minimally

invasive and lung-targeted delivery for a host of pulmonary diseases. Development of

lung-targeted mRNA therapeutics has been limited by poor transfection e-ciency and

risk of vehicle-induced pathology.

Here, we report an inhalable polymer-based vehicle for delivery of therapeutic mRNAs to

the lung. We optimized biodegradable poly(amine-co-ester) (PACE) polyplexes

[nanoparticles] for mRNA delivery using end-group modiScations and polyethylene

glycol. These polyplexes achieved high transfection of mRNA throughout the lung,

particularly in epithelial and antigen-presenting cells.

We applied this technology to develop a mucosal vaccine for severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 and found that intranasal vaccination with spike protein–

encoding mRNA polyplexes induced potent cellular and humoral adaptive immunity and

protected susceptible mice from lethal viral challenge. Together, these results

demonstrate the translational potential of PACE polyplexes for therapeutic delivery of

mRNA to the lungs."
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US Government Has History of Bioweapons Release

When you put the pieces of the puzzle together, a disturbing picture emerges. As reported by The

Epoch Times, we have a history of the U.S. government taking extreme measures to mandate and

promote COVID-19 shots to the public. Now, researchers have developed an airborne mRNA

vaccine, offering a vehicle by which to rapidly vaccinate the masses without their knowledge or

consent.

Is there proof that the government or another entity has plans to covertly release an air vax on the

population? No. But there is a history of it carrying out secret bioweapon simulations on

Americans. In 1950, the U.S. Navy sprayed Serratia marcescens bacteria into the air near San

Francisco over a period of six days.

Dubbed "Operation Sea Spray," the project was intended to determine how susceptible the city

was to a bioweapon attack. Serratia marcescens turns whatever it touches bright red, making it

easy to track. It spread throughout the city, as residents inhaled the microbes from the air. While

the U.S. military initially thought Serratia marcescens wouldn’t harm humans, an outbreak

occurred, with some developing urinary tract infections as a result.

At least one person died "and some have suggested that the release forever changed the area's

microbial ecology," Smithsonian Magazine reported.  This wasn’t an isolated incident, as the U.S.

government carried out many other experiments across the U.S. over the next 20 years.  So,

while it’s disturbing to think of an air vax experiment being conducted on an unsuspecting public,

it’s not unprecedented.

Bioethics Study Promotes Covert, Compulsory Bioenhancement

Adding to the story is academic endorsement of the use of compulsory, covert bioenhancements.

Writing in the journal Bioethics,  Parker Crutchaeld with Western Michigan University, Homer

Stryker M.D. School of Medicine, discusses moral bioenhancements, which refers to the use of

biomedical means to trigger moral improvements.

Drug treatments, including vaccines, and genetic engineering are potential examples of

bioenhancements.  Further, according to Crutchaeld:

"It is necessary to morally bioenhance the population in order to prevent ultimate harm.

Moral bioenhancement is the potential practice of inYuencing a person’s moral behavior

by way of biological intervention upon their moral attitudes, motivations, or dispositions.

The technology that may permit moral bioenhancement is on the scale between

nonexistent and nascent, but common examples of potential interventions include

infusing water supplies with pharmaceuticals that enhance empathy or altruism or

otherwise intervening on a person’s emotions or motivations, in an attempt to inYuence

the person’s moral behavior."

Some argue that moral bioenhancements should be compulsory for the greater good. Crutchaeld

believes this doesn’t go far enough. He also wants them to be covert:

"I take this argument one step further, arguing that if moral bioenhancement ought to be

compulsory, then its administration ought to be covert rather than overt. This is to say

that it is morally preferable for compulsory moral bioenhancement to be administered

without the recipients knowing that they are receiving the enhancement."

He even goes so far as to suggest "a covert compulsory program promotes values such as liberty,

utility, equality and autonomy better than an overt program does."  So here we have evidence of

academic support for covertly releasing drugs and other bioenhancements onto the public. This,

combined with the creation of an airborne mRNA vaccine and the government’s history of

experimenting on the public, paints an unsettling picture of the future.

Problems With mRNA COVID Shots Persist

Aside from the concerns of airborne delivery, mRNA COVID-19 shots are associated with

signiacant risks — no matter how you’re exposed. People ages 65 and older who received Pazer’s

updated (bivalent) COVID-19 booster shot may be at increased risk of stroke, according to an

announcement made by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and

Drug Administration.

Further, a large study from Israel  revealed that Pazer’s COVID-19 mRNA jab is associated with a

threefold increased risk of myocarditis,  leading to the condition at a rate of 1 to 5 events per

100,000 persons.  Other elevated risks were also identiaed following the COVID jab, including

lymphadenopathy (swollen lymph nodes), appendicitis and herpes zoster infection.

At least 16,183 people also say they’ve developed tinnitus after receiving a COVID-19 shot.  The

reports were aled with the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database.

But considering only between 1%  and 10%  of adverse reactions are ever reported to VAERS,

the actual number is likely much higher.

It's because of risks like these that informed consent is essential for any medical procedure,

including vaccinations. The development of airborne mRNA jabs, however, makes the possibility

of informed consent being taken away all the more real.
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Dr. Stella Immanuel has warned of an unlimited war being waged against humanity. "This is serious. This is like an unlimited war

against humanity. [Just] look at everything that's happening, the level of war we're going to. we face,” he said during a Sept. 8

appearance on “The Alex Jones Show.” “They are even trying to put nanotechnology (at this point, mRNA) into our vegetables. They

want to inject it into our cows. “They want to spray it, because the bottom line is that they want each of us to be genetically corrupted

with this nanotechnology.” The Cameroonian-American doctor based in Texas pointed out the dire consequences of this genetic

corruption.

People with immune systems that aght mRNA nanotechnology will end up dying. Meanwhile, those who embrace mRNA

nanotechnology will become a kind of human cyborg. Died suddenly" is the new norm, where perfectly healthy people, including

athletes, military personnel and children, die from complications of "clot injection", but no doctor in the world is brave enough to blame

the " vaccine" that genetically mutates. 9 out of 10 deaths from Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) in the last year occurred in people who

were fully or triple "vaccinated." A controversial forecast from Deagel, a global intelligence and consulting arm, recently gained attention

for its surprising prediction of a major depopulation event by 2025.

Although initially dismissed as a speculative estimate, current events and emerging trends have led to many to wonder if there may be

more to Deagel's prognosis than meets the eye. Deagel.com's [infamous] 2025 forecast was removed from their website sometime in

2020. However, thanks to the Wayback Machine/Internet Archive, we can see the original predictions previously discovered by critical

thinkers.
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In this war against humanity leads the 6 major complexes of massive government-run and taxpayer-funded Ponzi schemes that

currently rob the majority of the population of their health and wealth: ----1) The military industrial complex. ----2) The medical

industrial complex.---- 3) The agricultural industrial complex (large food). ----4) The Environmental Industrial Complex (The Great

Global Warming Hoax) ----5) The electoral industrial complex ----6) The Censorship Industrial Complex (Mass Media and Big

Tech) www.brighteon.com/5be4c8ac-6f42-46ad-a71c-a79f66cedb15  (09/2023).----

expose-news.com/2023/09/17/leaked-pazer-data-death-rates-solidify-dea..  (09/2023).----

expose-news.com/2023/09/16/9-in-every-10-covid-deaths-over-the-last-ye..  (09/2023).---
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Thank you, Gui for another Stellar Rundown of the multiple offenders and their schemes. Jabs, Vaxxx's everywhere. Reminds me

of the song, signs, signs, everywhere a sign, can do this, can't do that, everywhere a sign, only it is countless versions of one kind

or another to deliver disruption to the very Tree of Life - the DNA. For a massive Depopulation already in progress, no help

needed, to reduce the worlds population down to around 500 million, if the math is correct, a little town with a population of

about 5,000 would be reduced to between 300 to 400 people. How do you like those beans? Nuttier than Squirrel $#!+ in a Peanut

Factory.
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This is far worse than I feared they would perpetrate. The air we breathe is sacred; if that is not, where is the world headed? Don't

bother to answer - it's obvious.
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7) Bankster industrial complex/Federal Reserve phony money printing = slow motion theft dewating the dollar’s value since 1913

to nearly zero. Economic Depression by Design issuesoutline.org
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Yes, Just, the globalist elite can consider themselves saviors but the reality is that they are villains, psychopaths with instincts

for power based on crime.” The New World Order seeks a society to the taste of those in power, with economic and selash

objectives that would destroy the person, the family and society, where cybercracy: believing that you can dominate the world

with programming through the software that They install helped by 5G. An artiacial intelligence that is being taken to the

extremes of depopulation. The “vaccines” are turning humans into the subject of patents, such as GMOs and all the patents of

the agri-food industry and Allopathic Medicine.

All for money, all for excessive ambition based on corruption. Transhumanism has been painted for some time: a future in which

man is subjected to the imposition of science, robotization, machines... Pain and the current form of "being human" will no longer

be endured and we will become cyborgs. We are not going to die anymore because there will be the possibility of modifying the

genome to inanity. Science and technology will be the engines of human evolution. God will not be necessary for people, who will

have become gods... A world without God is a world without a soul.
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Air Vax — The Latest mRNA Delivered Into Lungs
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Yale University researchers have developed an airborne method for delivering mRNA right to your lungs

In a study on mice, the scientists created polymer nanoparticles to encapsulate mRNA, making it inhalable

Researchers say this “new method of delivery could ‘radically change the way people are vaccinated,’” making it easier to vaccinate people

in remote areas or those who are afraid of needles



An airborne mRNA product could be used to rapidly vaccinate the masses, without their knowledge or consent

Academic endorsement exists for the use of compulsory, covert bioenhancements, including drugs and vaccines, on the public; the U.S.

government also has a history of covert bioweapon experiments
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Yes PIP to air pollution that is responsible for millions of deaths each year contributing to 11.65% of deaths in the world would be

added to the deaths from the spike protein. This contamination helps spread viruses and probably the Spike protein. Air pollution

(the combination of outdoor and indoor particles and ozone) is a risk factor for many leading causes of death, including heart

disease, stroke, lower respiratory tract infections, lung cancer, diabetes and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

ourworldindata.org/air-pollution
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Great link markyoung12. THE FEDERAL RESERVE POSTER EIGHT FAMILIES OWN THE USA, BIS, IMF, WORLD BANK They are the

Goldman Sachs, Rockefellers, Lehmans and Kuhn Loebs of New York; the Rothschilds of Paris and London; the Warburgs of

Hamburg; the Lazards of Paris; and Israel Moses Seifs of Rome. Many of the bank's shareholders reside in Europe. The US

government was historically distrustful of the BIS, and unsuccessfully pushed for its demise at the post-World War II Bretton

Woods Conference of 1944. Instead, the power of the Eight Families was exacerbated, with the creation in Bretton Woods of the

IMF and the World Bank. Bretton Woods became a blessing to the Eight Families. The IMF and World Bank were instrumental to

this “new world order,” writes Dean Henderson in The Herland Report and Free21.

The Four Horsemen of Banking (Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup and Wells Fargo) own the Four Horsemen of Oil

(Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch/Shell, BP and Chevron Texaco); along with Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays and other European old

money giants. The Federal Reserve Cartel: Who owns the Federal Reserve? Its monopoly over the global economy does not end

at the edge of the oil patch. According to the company's 10K alings with the SEC, the Four Horsemen of Banking are among the

top ten shareholders of virtually all Fortune 500 corporations. The article is of great interest:

christine257.substack.com/p/the-federal-reserve-cartel-eight?utm_sourc..  (02/05/2023)
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Hi Gui-The only thing with all of these interventions "done by the 'elites' upon the masses" is, how do they avoid the toxin

themselves? That's always my question . . . . They (whoever 'they' is) always have to devise some sort of antidote for themselves

for every toxic insult they hurl upon the masses. (Dr. Mercola is pretty good at brainstorming antidotes.)
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Gui, you identify the six tentacles of the global neuro-anancial hydra. If we want to live, we have to learn to create new money

systems that are immune to these parasites. I think what is driving all this madness is a hunger to force humanity into the model

of a global super-organism based upon the model of a single human. The elite class will of course represent the brain, and the

top 10% will become the central nervous system and so on. The only problem with this model is what happens if the individual

develops a nasty drug habit, like say, power?
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Yes GUI, what you said is true and the bottom line.” God will not be necessary for people, who will have become gods... A world

without God is a world without a soul.” It begs the question, how and why are all these entities on the same page for humanity’s

destruction. I.e., where/who do they get their orders from. Without God, there is no world since. nothing can create anything,

nothing IS nothing. God told Adam and Eve not to eat the forbidden fruit. Satan came along and said, “Oh, did God really said

that?” Then he tells them “eat, you surely won’t die, but you shall be as gods.” These evil people are ultimately taking their orders

from and doing the work of their father, Satan, and as he was a murderer and a liar, so are they.

As the Bible says, we do not wrestle against wesh and blood but against principalities and powers and rulers of wickedness in

high places. But fear not, those of you who have put your faith in Jesus Christ as Savior, they may kill our bodies, but they cannot

kill our souls.
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Guillermou - Prof. Dolores Cahill predicted at the beginning around 2020 June if I remember well, that all vaxed will expire within

10 years. That horror person dr. Mylo Canderian who agured out to mix such a poisonous stuff into the vaxes also said maximum

10 years - minus years for each of the possible comorbid conditions. But I am devastated by this air / food idea - like it was not

enough all the poison that they spread in the air /soil.... Hard to image how could we defend ourselves. On the other hand - are

they not breath in the same air as we do?? or just hiding in their underground houses??
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Gui... Your listing of the 6 complexes helps people focus on where they need to put their energies at this time. Currency remains

and ongoing concern, too. -And conascation of private property and real estate.
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Hi phoenix999 for unscrupulous psychopaths, the end justiaes the means. Yes, junk food, environmental pollutants, antibiotics,

are part of an extermination that began with the dominance of large pharmaceutical companies in tune with the agri-food

industry. It is the reign started by Rpckefeller and that has great continuity with Bill Gates. The billionaires gathered in Davos

have enjoyed an obscene rise in their fortunes over the past two years. The pandemic and now the sharp rise in food and energy

prices have been a bonanza for the richest, while millions of people face hunger and poverty as the cost of living soars
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Yes SPP, social unrest in countries where corruption acts in different spheres where people obtain provision or management

services, feelings of loss of identity, crisis of value systems, experiences of loneliness and helplessness, are transmitted to the

people who receive these services. People do not achieve life goals, they do not and enough social or psychological support,

which leads to failure, loneliness, anxiety and pessimism. We are facing the renowned “social credit” in the style of communist

imperialism. They are the modern dictators, banking system dominated by the globalist elite or supposed "philanthropists" who

deliberately feed fear to satisfy their greed for power and discipline and dominate the people.

In this work they are from the devil and not the work of the true Creation, which wants a democracy that defends its citizens.

When the crisis of the social order becomes extreme, with a dizzying decline in ethical-moral values, the situation of social

exclusion reaches dramatic levels, insecurity and uncertainty deepen. Unfavorable social factors can condition the vulnerability

of the personality, promote the development of personality changes and disorders and pathology of the anxiety axis, panic,

depression, psychosomatic manifestations and suicides.
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Yes coffeecup there can only be one kingdom, that of God. Today we have many actors who profess to be Christians, who name

God whenever it suits them as a moralistic catchphrase, but it is enough to see their lives and the ideals they defend and

promote to realize that the god they refer to is not the Holy, almighty and eternal God of whom the Bible speaks. While they name

God with their lips before public opinion, they are or defend the globalist control that wants to manage everything (economy,

health, education, religion and the rest of the democratic freedoms); among many other things condemned by God in the Bible,

which they seek to impose under human legislation lacking morality.

That is the global 'neo-Phariseism' that with its religious hypocrisy threatens to leaven the world, if we genuine children of GOD

remain silent. A new world crusade is urgently needed, but with the weapons of the Spirit that are powerful in God, raising up the

globalists with the intention of accelerating the agenda of iniquity to impose a world government led by the evil man known as

the antichrist, who will generate the last and biggest holocaust in history.
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Yes Macskak, the dictators of "vaccine" terrorism proat from an industry they promote for their personal beneat. They are lovers

of power and excessive ambition. They live in luxurious mansions in places where pollution is lower. Paradises to live in and tax

havens for your money based on economic engineering. Forks. injectable being marketed as a "vaccine" will kill a substantial

proportion of the human population, according to one of the simplest explanations of this fact by three highly qualiaed experts

(Professor Dolores Cahill, Dr Judy Mikovits and Dr Sherri Tenpenny).

'The truth about the Covid-19 vaccine', and turning most of the others into a human relic, technically known as a 'transhuman' or,

if you prefer, a 'cyborg'. But while injectables will have devastating consequences for the human population and will have to be

vigorously resisted, it is the hidden and complementary measures being introduced by the global criminal elite under the guise of

the World Economic Forum's "Great Reset" that will ensure fundamental transformation.

of life for those humans and transhumans who remain alive. This has happened, of course, because politicians are not beholden

to voters, which is why putting pressure on politicians is a waste of time unless the issue is of little political, military, economic

and environmental importance. As implied above, the elite controls the political destiny of politicians who know well that their

political survival has nothing to do with pleasing ordinary voters.
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Politicians are beholden to the elite who manipulate levers of power like the corporate media and educational systems, employ

an army of lobbyists to ensure elite preference is clearly understood (while using bribes when necessary), and have easy access

to dismissal options such as, in its most benign form, the withdrawal of support for preselection.

www.globalresearch.ca/are-we-human-are-we-free-defeating-world-economi..  (2022).---

www.transcend.org/tms/2020/09/beware-the-transhumanists-how-being-huma..  Effective resistance to this elite coup, then,

depends on mobilizing enough “ordinary” people to undertake strategically focused nonviolent actions essentially acts of

non-cooperation to thwart key elite initiatives that will transfer power from the global elite to us.

No other option is genuinely realistic nor has the power to be as effective. Therefore, as part of the "We are human, we are free"

strategy, earlier this year Anita McKone and I launched "The 7 Day Campaign to Resist the Great Reset", carefully explaining why

each of the nominated actions It was important to undermine elite power. And recently, Henna Maria in Spain created the

beautiful brochures, outlining the essential elements of the campaign, shown with this article. wearehumanwearefree.org
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When they knocked the GEORGIA GUIDE-STONES DOWN I told my sister “Their goal has been reached even though it was not all

at once, between infertility and slow drip drip deaths their depopulation progress has been a success.”
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Thanks Almond, the freedom is achieved by knowing what the lies are to delve deeper into the science of truth and freedom.

They will never truly be able to stop people from thinking for themselves, nor will they deanitively know what the writer's intention

is or what meaning people will ultimately get. Let's aght the lies: TOP 12 WAYS AMERICANS GET BRAINWASHED INTO

FORFEITING EVERYTHING THEY HAVE OF VALUE TO THE CORRUPT AND EVIL PHARMA-CONTROLLED "SYSTEM" .-----1.

Mainstream media (Television, newspapers, Wikipedia, WebMD, etc.).---- 2. Social media (Big Tech) .----3.

Celebrity "endorsements".----- 4. Disney - everything Disney is centered around transgender pedo brainwashing and worshiping

the devil.---- 5. School "Curriculum" (including CRT and gender 'wuidity').---- 6. Communism disguised as Liberalism.---- 7.

"Misinformation" and "Disinformation" .----8. Globalist' Agenda - pushed as real, threatening, crises, pandemics, philanthropy,

etc..-----9. Politicians say it's for the "greater good" or to "install democracy" in some third world country where we invade to steal

their resources (think oil, opium, and minerals).--- 10.

"Anti-bias" perversions, including "gender wuidity," Drag Queen Story Hour, and teachers now literally being trained by the "liberal"

school system to help children 'convert' their gender while keeping it a secret from their parents.--- 11 Big Pharma: Using

mantras and slogans that are outright lies, like "vaccines are safe and effective" and "ask your doctor if (insert toxic medication

name here) is right for you" 12. And just for safe measure, number .----12 is support of open borders, which really means giving a

green light to child traTcking
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Drgradio, a very appropriate moment for your statement. Written in eight languages - English, Russian, Mandarin Chinese, Arabic,

Classical Hebrew, Swahili, Hindi and Spanish - were cryptic instructions for rebuilding society post-Doomsday: "Maintain

humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature; Guide reproduction wisely - improving atness and diversity; Unite

humanity with a living new language; Rule passion - faith - tradition - and all things with tempered reason; Protect people and

nations with fair laws and just courts; Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court; Avoid petty laws

and useless oTcials; Balance personal rights with social duties; Prize truth - beauty - love - seeking harmony with the inanite; Be

not a cancer on the Earth - Leave room for nature - Leave room for nature." It has been linked to the "New World Order" theory.

The stones contained instructions on the depopulation of the Earth. To support this idea, the inscription engraved on the stones

has been cited: "Keep humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature." Alex Jones said he would like to see it

presented as an "evil building" that would expose depopulation plans.
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Sophisticated technologies require many employees. Not everything can be done by robots. Each of these workers must also be

fed, clothed and housed. In order to maintain quality of life, people must have purchasing options. The elites may think they

automate everything, but what happens when stuff starts to wear out and break down? Who will manufacture the replacement

parts and where will the resources to do so come from? Where will the employees be with the needed experience and expertise?

You can learn a lot from a book--and program AI--but, you cannot learn everything.

So, some people think they can put all the toys in their own sandbox and never have to work a day again. That is ane until it quits

working. Isn't this what the Tower of Babel was about... men believing they could act like gods? Just this morning I commented

that what was once considered paranoia is now turning out to be reality. I and myself, more and more, wishing to distance myself

from society. I no longer look forward to eating out in restaurants.

I do not want to see movies in theaters. I and less and less worth buying in supermarkets. I do not subscribe to the local

newspaper because I am unable to relate to most of the articles, nothing useful or uplifting. I have no reason to want to return to

college. As long as I can hold the land and keep a roof over my head I will be ane. (Living in a tent is hard and makes one

susceptible to pneumonia and infections.) I am ready to pull the farm gate shut behind me, hunt, ash and grow my garden--if I

will even be allowed to live in peace.

There will be a need for people like me, so I am also creating wexible plans for a few others (with skills, ambition and integrity)

who will need to evacuate to isolated areas. My library also has children's books--including the collector's editions of banned Dr.

Seuss, a US history book, "old math" books, bible, copy of the constitution and bill of rights... Nowadays, that prob makes me a

terrorist
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Regarding: (Guillermou's second post) "... they want each of us to be genetically corrupted with this nanotechnology.” Combine

that with the Biblical prophecy: "... as in the days of Noah" and the wood to remove evil, I clarify an ambiguity about that particular

evil. Though evil in the conventional sense certainly existed then as it does now, the speciac evil to be destroyed was corruption

of the genetics of man created by our Creator. IF only it was a mass experiment imposed upon the world population without

consent, it might be misplaced trust and faith in the religion of "Consensus Science" (otherwise an oxymoron and an anathema to

genuine science to which it mascarades). But it's even more insidious! Corruption of our Creator's design of us is an attempt at

destruction of us as His creation aside from an intended genocide of seven billion people as described by them in a link in my

other comment on this topic. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com 801 634-7249
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Yes, another bio-weapon to take down the U.S. and to cull off more of the world's population.  Another crime against humanity.

Pretty soon all of us may need to go ivermectin or similar remedies to safeguard our health.                                                         i was

almost in tears yesterday after reading this headline.
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This technology is in direct contravention to the Nuremberg Protocols www.nejm.org/.../NEJM199711133372006  and is thus a

demonstrable, premeditated crime against humanity . . . and thus to be seen as a desire to murder people en mass. So the question has

to be; who are the individuals that have set out this technology? Who are the individuals who are to be seen as suTciently educated,

intellectual if you like, as to already know that the proposed use of such aerosols will, inevitably, be seen as a crime against humanity;

yet knowingly stayed silent? Both these groups must be seen as criminals of the highest order who must be immediately placed under

arrest and brought to face justice in a major court of law.
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Even the possibility of such a vaccine should be challenged by the law. Simple - it is as you rightly say a crime against humanity.

If we have no choice as to the air we breathe, and we don't, 99% of the air we breathe is recycled, then this is a pro facto denial of

human rights.
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Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, a German trial lawyer who heads the Extra-Parliamentary Corona Investigative Committee, to carry out a

Nuremberg-style trial against nations and corporations that have committed crimes against humanity during the pandemic said:

“We don't have a problem with any pandemic, we don't have a problem with any virus,” Fuellmich said during an interview with

Alex Jones of InfoWars. “We only have a problem with scare tactics that are designed to drive us to accept shots that will then

cause the real problem. That is the real pandemic. It’s immune systems being compromised.

It is vaccine-induced thrombotic diseases.” www.brighteon.com/5e98d2f3-9519-4d53-8292-00115d8237e7.---  CRIMINAL

CHARGES: Top U.S. Cardiologist calls for the Bill Gates Foundation, World Economic Forum, World Health Organization, U.S.

Government, Pharmaceutical Suppliers and others to be charged with illegal advertising, fraud and mass negligent homicide.

palexander.substack.com/p/boom-dr-peter-mccullough-calls-for?utm_sourc..  .-------- Dr Sam White and his legal team are

seeking justice against the UK government, who they say is ignoring known safety risks associated with Wuhan coronavirus

"vaccines".

PJH Law says he has “signiacant and irrefutable evidence” of wrongdoing and the Metropolitan Police reportedly accepted this

evidence as part of the complaint lodged. An offense reference number was then issued for “Misconduct in Public OTce”.

“Several government departments and, in particular, people in public and government positions have been identiaed as criminals

and we have evidence to support this.” www.theepochtimes.com/uk-government-oTcials-face-police-investigatio..
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This is in response to Guillermos comment below, Reiner Fuellmich is no longer associated with the corona investigative

committee, but can be found at icic.law with his various interviews that are worthwhile watching.
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Good luck with that- justice in a court of law - in this day and age - I doubt it
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This is terrorism what else?
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity faces depopulation through forced vaccination through injected “vaccines,” in food and by air. Mortality at the national

level, as well as from carefully documented studies and sample surveys, show the global implications of the “killer vaccine.” The

evidence is scattered all over the world. Multiply those documented cases by the billions of people on the planet who have

already been vaccinated. What is at stake is the future of humanity. What has been imposed on 184 countries is a Depopulation

Agenda, a criminal enterprise (accepted by corrupt national governments) that is unprecedented in the history of humanity. At

the beginning of 2021, Pazer was fully aware that the Pazer-BionTech mRNA vaccine which is meanwhile being marketed

globally has caused an unprecedented wave of mortality and morbidity.

The number of vaccine doses that have already been administered worldwide, i.e. 13.5 billion amounts to a crime against

humanity by Big Pharma. It is also a mea culpa and betrayal by corrupt national governments that have obscured what is best

described as a criminal process of depopulation, i.e. genocide. Scientists, doctors, social scientists and statisticians must

address the global panorama and apply alternatives that are beneacial to health and help people with damage that can be

reversed. www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vaccine-applied-at-the-level-of-the-ent..  (09/ 05/2023)
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How are universities such respected authorities on everything, given the all the sleazyshit they dream-up as incubators of evil?

 Academia has become an unassailable religion and their holy letters a rank in society and income.  In reality the Yales and Harvards

are bastions of the greedy rich that feed devious institutions and sanctify our ruling class.  They weaponize knowledge to serve the

power of the state.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 6:19:20 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, plus generous Pharma funding of Univ medical research poisons the well for all other faculty and students! Here's a tidbit

from Elon Musk found last night, as he went to the southern border to see for himself what's going on there:

twitter.com/.../1707565081750290910  - - now an invasion!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not afraid of needles, just the poisons that big pharma puts in them. The same applies to aerosols. And when it comes to morals,

well those psychopaths do not possess any!
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Short, sweet and to the point.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, in addition to the spike protein, graphene, heavy metals, millions of pieces of DNA, etc. A COVID Vaccine Analysis Task

Force says some of the toxic elements found inside the vials of the AstraZeneca, Pazer and Moderna vaccines were not on the

manufacturers' ingredient lists. The andings “build on the work of other researchers in the international community who have

described similar andings, including Dr. Young, Dr. Nagase, Dr. Botha, Dr. Flemming, Dr. Robert Wakeling and Dr. Noak,” Dr. Janci

Lindsay, Ph.D., a toxicologist who was not involved in the study, told The Epoch Times. “The number and consistency of

contamination allegations alone, coupled with the disturbing silence of global safety and regulatory bodies, is problematic and

disconcerting in terms of 'transparency' and the continued accusations by these bodies that vaccines genetics are 'safe'.” Lindsay

added. In the link the metallic elements found. www.globalresearch.ca/unusual-toxic-components-found-covid-vaccines-wi..

 (08/22/2022)
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SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSOR FINDS 200 BILLION PIECES OF DNA CONTAMINATING A SINGLE DOSE OF PFIZER’S COVID

INJECTION These pieces of DNA are packaged in lipid nanoparticles, basically a synthetic virus, and are delivered into vaccinees’

cells. “The Pazer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA. It’s not just mRNA, it’s got bits of DNA in it.” Prof. Buckhaults said.

A colleague who was in charge of the vaccination programme in Columbia, South Carolina, kept all the Pazer vials, containing

remnants of the contents, from the two batches that were used. From the remnants, Prof. Buckhaults sequenced all the DNA that

was in these vials. “I can see what’s in [the vaccines] and it’s surprising that there’s any DNA in there. And you can kind of work

out what it is and how it got there and I’m kind of alarmed about the possible consequences of this both in terms of human

health and biology,” he said. christine257.substack.com/p/south-carolina-professor-ands-200?utm_sou..  (09/19/2023)
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Its getting worse, not better! Hedley Rees in the UK is posting Investment Capital is wocking to Health Care investments here: -

"Major concerns over soaring private equity investment in the healthcare sector They don't care about patients, only proats" - -

just a tidbit. - - hedleyrees.substack.com/.../major-concerns-over-soaring-private

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 9:34:14 AM
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stephjask - Exactly - what a primitive saying!! Like we are not adults but children or retarded....
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cozmik8
Joined On 9/29/2023 12:00:11 PM
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Totally agree...they are pure evil.
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact that they can do this doesn't mean they haven't already done this in some population areas covertly. Governments, with

possibly very few exceptions, if any, are evil to the core, sorry to say. God help us all. pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thoughts exactly. We’ve heard for many months now that the vaxxed may be shedding so none of us really know whether

we’ve already been contaminated in this way without our consent. This article has inspired me to pay the exorbitant mail order

price for ivermectin and begin taking a few doses weekly as a preventive. I agree with those who state that there’s no way for the

psychopaths to avoid the blowback from their unethical actions. - Most humans on the planet can feel good about themselves in

that most cannot comprehend how these evil beings are able to commit such vile actions. Each of us will ultimately be held

accountable for his/her actions when one embarks upon the death journey. At the time of their death these evil beings will reap

the whirlwind.
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Now we'll have to wear masks to keep from being vaccinated!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I deanitely believe these vax are self spreaders! After taking care of critically ill covid patients in 2020 for a year, I didn’t get sick

until my coworkers took the jab! I’m a very healthy person with no co-morbidities. My oxygen levels were very low and I had the

classic “ground glass opaciacations” on my chest X-ray with a borderline enlarged heart! My BP had been elevated for two years

and has now just gotten back to baseline! When I hear the alt media saying this is the same as a wu, I say they’re mixing up the

facts. The same on a level of annual deaths but not the same, at all, clinically!!! I witnessed it arsthand!  My patients were

suffering from micro thrombi throughout every organ system!  Ppl as young as their twenties with strokes and pulmonary

embolisms!  This is a DARPA bio weapon, genocide!
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God willing, arst and foremost, the labs must be destroyed, and all those working in them, subsidizing them, AND those lying to the

people must be prosecuted for CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. Their punishment must be tremendous and anal, even to the point of

them forfeiting all they possess.
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Right on, brother (or sister)!!
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Heard RFK might be ditching the DNC to run as an independent...
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I can only hope that you’re right, Seg! It’s long past time for Kennedy to declare: I’m not leaving the Dem party; they left me
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Morning! I want to share this so I dug into your sources. Dang doctor! Wow! This takes me back to covid ground zero when I would

spend hours upon hours connecting dots down the rabbit hole from here to China. Something hit me with the bioethics link you shared.

Funny how things spin in the brain. Teachers laugh when different classes come through because they've been around long enough to

see the difference in the behavior of children. Some probably don't connect those dots to vaccines. A neighbor teacher once said, "What

did they put in the water this time?

These are the worst kids yet." Then I was thinking about Michigan in the early to mid 2000's - they had a criminal amount of autism and

juvenile diabetes reported. Interestingly, I was one of the moms suffering AND seeing so many injured. In my tribe, it only took one

vaccine reaction (almost lethal) to stop me from vax'g the next three. The difference in their health should be studied. The injured child

presents with strep. The injured child and allergies to so many things airborne along with wheat and dairy.

Injured child and IBD. Injured child and encephalitis, seizures, swollen lymph... I mean the list keeps going. The three alongside her -

nothing until my youngest started struggling. Turns out she has an increased serum IgG4 ... no doctor could put their anger on it (they'd

just prescribe something stupid.) Then I went to a wellness center and they ran a full report. I didn't have the others tested. I wonder if

serum IgG4 an indicator of a possible vax reaction?

She also had the butterwy vein. Fraudci doesn't have time for that kind of stuff, does he? And the doctors pushed me hard to get my

injured her 4 mo shots. They laughed at my concern over my newborn's high-pitched nonstop screaming. We'll say I had the last laugh.

Well, at least I did for a couple of decades. But ya, let's spray the skies and see how many fold . Who will possibly connect those dots?

They'll just say it's something in the water.
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Hello, fellow Michigander. Here is an article I saved from 2017:

www.dcclothesline.com/2017/05/15/arst-ever-study-of-unvaccinated-vs-v..
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Here is more information about vaxxed vs. unvaxxed children. This concerns an Oregon pediatrician, Paul Thomas, M.D., who

published data of children from his own pediatric practice that showed the unvaccinated children vastly healthier than the

vaccinated. The Oregon medical board then pulled his medical license. Here is the study. You can read it in its entirety at the

bottom of the page: informedchoicewa.org/education/its-here-the-vaxxed-vs-unvaxxed-study/
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Thank you so much for the information! I know Fauci has information also because RFK was allowed a pad and a pencil to take

notes after he got permission (but was told he couldn't xerox anything) ... So nuts! I'm happy someone's done it! :)
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Down in the South now :) I'm not so good with the winter cold and gray :)
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Oh where oh where are the "my body my choice folks"?? I can just envision the tripled vaxxed, masked and face shield people going

outside and sticking out their tongues like a kid in the pouring rain! Pure insanity.
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Those "my choice " people are all for killing people.
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They only care about the choice to murder babies
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*%$@&^*@!%^&*$#@#$%^&*%@! arrrggghhh!!!! I'd tell you what I really feel but it would wear my angers down to little stubs! Moral

bio-enhancements? Moral? Seriously? Really, seriously? You got to be freakin kidding, (we could only hope.) Moral improvements?

Moral behavior? First how about we put these Mentally Moral Dwarfs in a Round Room and tell them to and a corner to keep them

occupied. Then spray them down with their magic potion and see if it gives them actual morals. Given these Bad Bird's track record,

covert means - covert, Sneaky Pete under the radar, keep it covered up! How would anyone know?

If Faux Checkers want to push the narrative there are no plans to do this, if following past covert practices would Faux Checkers know?

Oh, right, they don't care if they know or not, they are paid to open the gates to the city to allow the usurper in - $$$ trumps morals. Then

the whole business of airborne, just when you think I've seen it all - wouldn't this imply multiple doses? How many times we were

warned by Once Top of the Line Researchers and they have been proven right, constant multiple doses cripple immune systems, and

more than likely across the board. No repeat business model there, just a depopulation of the Dis-eased Useless Breeders.

As a sidebar, what about the impact across the board to any or all species? Being as the microbes move across the Web Of Life really

seems to point these Mad Scientist and the Master's they serve suffer the delusion they are Gods capable of deciding what Life should

be rebooted, reseeded after they sterilize and kill everything. We don't need Climate Change to worry about making the Garden

uninhabitable, these Bad Birds if left to run unrestrained would beat such a thing to the punch. Look at this so you don't see that.
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Just, your beginning of comment is very descriptive. Humanity is in danger of extinction. Instead of prevention and cure, mRNA

“vaccines” are the weapon in the aght against depopulation and the route can be by injection, food and air. The “health” system

prefers to keep people trapped in a system of endless medical dependency. “Health” is never the goal. The real goal is to make

the most of the continued suffering and illness of the general population. The last thing a dictatorial society wants is a

well-educated population that can achieve enough knowledge to be able to protest the growing wave of corruption, what it wants

is to silence minds, kill independent thought.

Vaccines, pesticides, pollution, junk food, which are driven by the tyranny of globalist elites, serve the objective on a platter. The

factors whose indisputable inwuence on the increase in the frequency of appearance of various “diseases of civilization” that has

been proven with toxic environmental contaminants, those that enter the diet, as well as manipulations to biology, vaccines, 5G ,

pesticides such as glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants. and prions, in humans and animals, are an attack on health and

biodiversity.

These toxic substances and pathologies harboring a person will present a greater breeding ground for the aggravation of

Covid-19. The results of the studies conarm the putative link between air pollution and the rate of SARS-CoV-2 infection, and

support the hypothesis that pollution-induced ACE-2 overexpression in the human respiratory tract may favor infectivity of

SARS-CoV-2. Fine particle spikes may modulate the spread and virulence of COVID-19. An aerial expike protein will be a terrorist

weapon against humanity.
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juststeve
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Gui, again, a stellar rundown of so many things overwhelming our ability to have productive, enjoyable lives. Any health coming

from these Bad Birds is a thin veneer to create a facade of what they are really up too. All the things you are pointing out, look

around, outside, behind what they are claiming to be. We have many tools but they have to be used Locally and we know there

will be every dirty trick in the book thrown at us to prevent any Real Deals Healing and Not Stealing.
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I wonder what Ron DeSantis thinks of this, having protected his populace from mandates? And of course there will be no saline

alternative for the 'elite.' How will they protect themselves? This could be interesting...
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Bee, how do they currently protect themselves from chemtrails? They wouldn't be spraying themselves unless they have some

type of protection. And DeSantis sure didn't protect the people from Gates's GMO mosquitos.
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Indeed the web of life. I was think of Chief Seattle's speech when I was writing this morning.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Leo Hohmann: Globalists Have Another Shock Event Planned in Pursuit of the Four Ds’: Digitization, Dehumanization, Destruction and

Depopulation. Bottom line: "War is coming, along with all of its nasty byproducts. This will include growing inwation and de-dollarization,

shortages of food, fuel and basic medications, and an intensifying assault on all forms of free speech, freedom of religion, freedom of

movement, assembly, the Second Amendment, etc. We must resist this assualt on our freedoms, while knowing that no man or human

organization is coming to our rescue. We bear responsibility for the safety and security of our families. Anyone still looking for a quick

ax brought on by the voting booth is not paying attention to the signs and signals.

We will not get to November 2024 without experiencing another major event, triggered by the globalists and their minions who share

the Luciferian hatred of God’s crowning achievement — human life created in His image. We must stand strong in our convictions, both

political and religious, and refuse to bow to the beast system, while knowing that our Father in heaven holds the ultimate trump card

and will bring down this network of evil in His timing and on His schedule."

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/09/leo-hohmann-globalists-have-another-s..
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Otis and everyone, this cannot be said loud enough ..We are swimming in Evil, up, down , sideways, we must band together as

one and resist this evil totally.. Time is limited for me today, i have a b/day celebration here, so Mercola.com Moderators please

pin this post somewhere on top so folks can see and "hopefully" start paying attention..Thanks for your salient post Otis.
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When I arst discovered for sure that geoengineering was really happening on a large scale I freaked out a bit. But as a RE investor I

searched the planet where this is not happening on a large scale. I studied air traTc maps globally. And found the remote parts of the

world far away from a major airport is where you wanted to be. While searching images on RE listings you can see chemtrails in the

photos on the listings for sale. The USA is plastered with images of chemtrails. Patagonia for example has no photos on listings with

chemtrails. I came to the conclusion in 2010 the USA is the most dangerous place to live on the planet for many reasons. Also an

herbicide pesticide map will show the US as the most polluted from the likes of Monsanto.
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No doubt the public will not be informed when they send planes over our cities to spray the unsuspecting masses. We will not be able to

protect ourselves. We will essentially be helpless. I feel like I am living in a non-stop "twilight zone" episode. God help us!
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Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM
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They've been constant in SC skies. Today is the arst day with no chemtrails.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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The UN and the WHO have world wide Diplomatic Immunity, they cannot be charged with ANY crime, ANYwhere on earth.

www.bitchute.com/.../7XsA6FYTSE6u
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rrealrose
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Yes!! And You may want to watch Peter McCullough in action recently, in Copenhagen: "Facts Matter" in Copenhagen: Dr.

McCullough On Stage - - rumble.com/v3l1thj-facts-matter-in-copenhagen-dr.-mccullough-on-stage...  - - nasal sprays were tied

up (in (political approvals) to allow the vaxx kill shots to proceed? And more morsels...
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They can hide from Man's law but they absolutely CANNOT hide from God's law..That is carved in stone, but we need to do our

part as a well..
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The WHO put an item about the dangers of salt on Facebook today. The newest comments are full of ridicule with a few images

of Bill Gates thrown in and warnings about sugar and lies from the WHO. It was quite cheering to read!
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PoeticJustice73
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This isn't them telling you what is ABOUT to happen, this is them telling you what IS happening. Lipid nanoparticles were invented

decades ago to move around biomaterials without refrigeration and when those sick bastards knew that was possible they put it in

chemtrails and dumped it in populations worldwide. This isn't 'new' or ' in the making' this HAS been happening for nearly 20 years. By

the time they tell you it's already too late. That's why you had us, the conspiracy researchers, spending decades pouring through

documents and pubmed articles....we were the proverbial canaries in the coal mine, but no one wanted to listen.

Yes, they are alling you with nanoparticles and eventually the nanobots are released to cross the blood brain barrier and begin

assembling the particles creating a framework for AI to be downloaded into you....but that isn't what you need to worry about right now

because the part if the plan where they take ultimate psychological control is about to happen. These UAP/UFO conferences and

hearings are not a 'oh look what's happening now's event....this was in the making for over 80 years and what's about to happen is a

planned/ faked alien invasion/introduction.

The 'alien delegates' have already been put in place, the predictive drills' have already taken place and what's next is a paradigm shift

like this world has never seen. It's the only factor so huge and 'amazing' that will get an entire race to accept the enslavement they are

about to capstone.

And that's the key because they can't do any of this without your permission! Stop permitting them. Stop acquiescing. Stop aghting

each other and turn your gaze to the bankers. They are the ones controlling all the strings to this, everyone else (governments, industry,

pharma, big ag, etc.) is just their lackeys, their machine. They will use halographic tech for some and real malevolent alien allies they

are working with for some of their fake invasion. Friend or foe it will all be fake.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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An animal reacts to a threat immediately (thereby also hampering the actions of bad spirit). The domesticated human is taught

to supress his godgiven instincts, to consider himself as wawed and evil, and to delegate his life to some outer authority. Laws

protect evil. They are for robots. Every situation is different, hence we have a sense of appreciation on our level. The dismissal of

gut feeling and senses leads to a blind life. Listening to it must enhance life and enhance chances of survival generally, and

against an unknown attack. As although we have similar behavioral patterns, we also have variance, which is unpredictable to

any attacker, hence the saying 'an avoided aght is a won aght'.

That is universally true and you can observe it in nature: no unnecessary aghting. And yes, they send us into a labyrinth of

contradicting laws in strange language to avoid us taking any action and basically aquire moral supremacy above humanity. As if

the world was hell before laws. As if the world was hell before vaxxes. As if whole nature suffers 24/7 without the 'help' of the

dark wizards posing as saviour bosses. As RATM stated: anger is a gift. Emotions are not a design error.
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Your dialed right in...
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Mmmarsha71
Joined On 5/27/2022 4:25:47 AM
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Is there anyone who can stop these lunatics?
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patriotinNH
Joined On 6/22/2021 8:20:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God.
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awful as it would be, perhaps a 'Carrington Event' ( www.space.com/the-carrington-event  ) would be one of the most humane

events which could 'stop these lunatics' at this time, despite the massive loss of life (no electricity - can't pump any gas, no food

on the shelves in the grocery stores, no air-conditioning - but also, no 5G, no chemtrails, no spying on our every move). Maybe

those who are able to survive would actually have the chance to live their lives... -  As others here have stated, we all need to get

our spiritual lives in order as best we can. These are deanitely unprecedented times....
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jac8120
Joined On 2/18/2018 12:05:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Given the possible/guaranteed side effects using that technology to vaccinate people without consent is no different to a terrorist

attack with biological weapons. That is an act of war.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM
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You mean we've had consent? What consent? And even less, informed consent. And legal recourse? None of that, either. Sigh.
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airsurfer
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frankly, I wonder if this is another fear campaign aimed at the medically informed. It reeks of "how do we get the antivaxxers to freak

out?" Looks like that's what crutchaeld is aiming at, playing the ridiculous evil whatever. Or the message is supposed to clearly read

"leave the cities". I doubt the goal is to anally create full chaos and civil war, because for that, they'd have to scare the masses and not

just antivaxxers. I'm not saying give them a freepass but if we have to clean the surface of all the vermin, we have a long job ahead of

us.

Basically, there is just no limit to what can be done in a covered manner. So this is just 1 extra. Targeting people with focused beam

from the 5G network (and probably others) must be cheaper and impossible to prove for an outsider, while also being costless (if covert

poisoning is the goal). Now this thing would have to be mass developed and dispersed (depending how long it takes to break down or

become bio non-available anymore), probably not an issue either.

Of course as others have mentioned, it can be part of a multiple component way of poisoning or activation of a poison. Most who got

the shot have negative effects, so if they collaborate to their own self-destruction it wont be for long anymore. What I'm getting at is

their bogus virus aghting theory 'seems' to forget that immunity is something starting at cellular level and outside inwuences which are

not in harmony with the cell are meant to be swiped out of the cell (they can't 'dance along' with the rest).

But of course if they poison quicker than the cell can clean... they must do some research in those war labs I guess. But unless they

have a very good control of the result, it's a very risky game to spread a product that could alter life and spiral it out of control. They like

control, so... I must say I had to laugh a bit at some sentences like 'also good for gene replacement therapy'... really... is this car

mechanics or biology for simpleton dreamers?
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How much of the threats are believable if the rest of their story is laughable? It might be just another scare tactic to make you

resign your aght, to make you believe all is lost. Which it never is, otherwise they wouldn't have to try to convince you. A saying

says "don't say aw untill you are stung". No need to die of fear instead of the actual aght (which might never come, as there's a

spiritual part). Of course I might be wrong, but I might as well be positive about it than cry myself to sleep.

They've tried many tactics over god knows how long, but the life spirit seems to prevail. Merging or replacing it with translife-ism

looks like another way to defeat life spirit. But is it really possible to replace life with synthetic life and then claim you have

reached your evil goal of controlling life? Because... what is their ultimate goal? Think not 1 or 2 steps ahead, but 50 or any

number, and then look closer at what seems to at the data/the situation/gut feeling. I still think the major goal is harvesting

suffering, because there's enough other quick weapons to completely wipe out the surface of this globe if we believe them.

But try to stay open, as going fully into your own alternate world is also a way of dividing. TALK to others, you might be surprised

how many have opened their eyes and just don't dare to show it yet. You are not alone in this awakening from madness. But yea, I

avoid the big collaborators to this evil, let them stay in their own nightmare...
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Surely that means they are poisoning the air we inhale and that has to be illegal?
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They're already poisoning our air with chem trails. They think they're saving the world from climate change, when what they're

doing is destroying everything on Earth.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, to add to industrial and geoengineering pollution based on supposed climate change. As Vandana Shiva says: “Polluters are

trying to use the crisis they have created, to proat from pollution through tricks like 'net-zero', increase violence against the

planet with geoengineering and continue violence against the planet. earth and our bodies through ultra-processed laboratory

foods. . “Our ecological duty is to stop the harm and prevent greenwashing to regenerate the Living Earth, its ecosystems, our

Seed Freedom and Food Freedom through Earth Democracy.” The industrial global food system is the main driver of global

biodiversity loss, threatening 86% of species now at risk.

of extinction. www.chathamhouse.org/2021/02/food-system-impacts-biodiversity-loss  (2022) Wigington, a leading expert on

geoengineering, said climate engineering is the most destructive human activity of all, and that 70 percent of the Earth's wildlife

population has been lost to it in the last 40 years alone. In a previous interview, Wigington called climate engineering “the crown

jewel weapon of the military industrial complex.” “It can target crops and it can have a cognitive effect. We have a decline in IQ

only in the US. USA from six to nine points “ “All this is madness that makes us more stupid every day.

That is a scientiac statistical fact based on scientiac studies on aluminum and its effect on our brain function. The bottom line

is: this is an assault from every direction imaginable. “If we don’t take care of this hole in the bottom of the boat, the boat is

going to sink.” newstarget.com/2022-06-07-climate-engineering-single-most-destructive-..  (2022).-----

newstarget.com/2022-02-04-climate-engineering-can-bring-populations-do..  (2022).-----

www.brighteon.com/296c3067-75ca-4bc4-8ba3-df0fa8c56e4b.----

 www.brighteon.com/1d795776-15bd-4fd8-9841-52c5ba776fc9.-----
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Illegal but very enjoyable for the psychopath. Psychopath/morals oxymoron.
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BrownKat
Joined On 1/21/2022 4:45:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reinette Senum who ran for governor here in California is initiating a lawsuit against geoengineering. She can be found at

Reinettesenumsfoghornexpress.substack.com. Many extremely interesting and informative videos on various subjects such as

the Lahaina are and border crisis. Highly recommend.
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Mediagraphy
Joined On 1/31/2012 6:59:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This reminds me of Raid insecticide, with 1960 tag line “It hunts bugs down and kills bugs dead!” youtu.be/IgIXU8lO7lE
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Little did we know, we were also some of the bugs they were intent on killing.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 5:07:22 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bad for bugs, safe for humans. Yup, sure of it! eeek!
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That man poisons himself on a voluntary basis is okay. But releasing mRNA into the environment? What happened to the laboratory

animals that came into contact with the real virus after vaccination? They all died. So all it takes is one disaster involving such

vaccinations and biodiversity will COMPLETELY disappear. Nobody asks questions about such interventions on birds, reptiles,

amphibians, mammals and what else. Everything is decided in the selash interests of man, knowing that any intervention in the natural

environment, inside and outside man, can ultimately become a disaster for man and all plant or animal life on earth. Pesticides,

insecticides, vaccines, 5G, 4G, you name it.
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drgradio
Joined On 8/27/2023 12:31:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did anyone at YALE ever hear about a thing called THE CONSTITUTION? How about the laws placed after the famed Natzi experiments?

They are all psychopaths and I am trained to know.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although this is a global takeover, someone asked me years ago who the greatest threat to the USA was. My answer: The USA! America

is shoulder-deep in mass murder! But in the end, God wins! Believers win! For all others .........
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rin1948
Joined On 1/22/2019 8:50:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you’re right! America has been high-jacked by the father of lies and we see the decline right before our eyes.. but praise be

to Jesus .. he is the way the truth and the life!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 10:56:00 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am reading a book right now by David Icke "Alice in Wonderland and the World Trade Center Disaster." My world view has been

shattered. The men that I admired are all deeply criminal. Cabals, bloodlines, etc. No one is good. I admired

Trump/Reagan/Bush. There is no need to even vote anymore. It is all an illusion that the powers that be are feeding us and it

dictates our perception of reality. It is downright depressing. My only hope is that God is in control.
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sunZowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! In the end; God is in control.  They will face God on judgment day and they will be rotting in Hades!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2023 8:12:14 AM
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tam2892
Joined On 6/2/2014 10:20:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE DAMAGE IS DONE; If they can they will! This is what results from Big Pharma's giving large Grants to universities and directing

what they need to have researched! Bio-weapons researched straight from Yale, could have been from Harvard or Princeton or Ad

Inanitum. . . . A major Conwict-of-Interest I'd say, And yes, our education system is royally screwed-up & off the tracks! The DOD will now

probably give a few student researchers Scholarships to become PhD's!  And high salaries after graduation.
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kevinstillwagon
Joined On 7/22/2021 5:39:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) contain mRNA messages to make bioactive proteins. 70% of Americans were convinced or coerced into

injecting them. That wasn't good enough, so they will aerosolize LNPs to be inhaled. The trick is, the mRNA message needs to get into

cells and the cells need to make and release the protein bioweapon. When you inject LNPs, the game is over, mission accomplished.

The LNPs will merge with the cells that line blood vessels, those endothelial cells will make the proteins and there is no way to stop it.

But when LNPs are aerosolized for inhalation or encapsulated for ingestion, we still have ways to stop the production of the bioweapon

protein.

The LNP must make it past the mucosal barrier arst, and then merge with epithelial cells. If that happens, the mRNA enters the

epithelial cells. We have toll-like receptors that recognize foreign RNA and will stop the production of the protein in some cases. If the

protein does get made, parts of it will be displayed on MHC complexes on the surfaces of the epithelial cells. We have natural killer

cells and cytotoxic T-cells that guard that epithelial barrier. They constantly monitor those MHC complexes and if they detect this

abnormal protein production, those epithelial cells get destroyed before the protein gets released into the blood or lymph.

That's where the protection resides, it's not in antibodies. Those of us smart enough to remain unjabbed have robust toll-like receptors,

natural killer cells and T-cells with proper memory that will protect us. The jabbed...not so much. Their toll-like receptors and natural

killer cells have been reduced, and their cytotoxic T-cells got retrained to memorize and look for one speciac protein, signiacantly

reducing their ability to recognize other pathogens and cancerous cells. They have primed themselves for weakness and destruction,

not strength and survival. Do not be afraid and do not despair.
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malan43
Joined On 2/18/2017 6:57:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These psychos don't realize that they have to breath the same air, and they can't control which way the winds blows. So good luck with

this one.
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Aren't they so nice that they want to reach ppl in remote areas. Always for the 'greater good'. What a bunch on nice, compassionate and

caring elites. Saves us all a trip to the jab centers. So convenient, too. Going to be great for all the ash and whatever else it's never been

tested on. Again, kudos for being such good philanthropists.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Note the term, “equitable,” when it comes to mass genocide!
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@moony77, yep, that, too. Must be equitable. What fun would it be if they just humanely put us in gas chambers. As Vaknin said,

if that pathology, (narcissists and psychopaths), ain't manipulating, they ain't having fun.
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it necessary to remind the medical hierarchy that our ancestors had no access to "vaccines" and yet here we are.  Health by injection

is a wrong thinking madness that must end.  Also be reminded that pharma does not produce cures.  There is no money in cures.  There

is lots of money in treating symptoms.
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rin1948
Joined On 1/22/2019 8:50:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are correct!
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nan68867
Joined On 7/30/2021 8:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can some super brilliant Yale University researcher, or any other big-brained individual out there, explain to me why one would ever

need mRNA delivered right into the lungs? God gave us beautiful body systems to work in synergy for health and healing. Modern

"medicine" has hijacked it and continues plans to steamroll us all. God complex you think?
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raisingconsciousness
Joined On 4/17/2021 7:29:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No they can't, they are indoctrinated to believe what they do is helpful, even though, their inner souls tell them to think otherwise,

and greed tells them to continue their JOB, with the lies the perpetuate! They are products of their govt teachings, (like school

kids being brain washed) most are, and some know not what they do, others KNOW exactly what they do!  Ignorance gnr-ns noun

The condition of being uneducated, unaware, or uninformed. The state of being ignorant; want of knowledge in general, or

concerning some particular matter; the condition of not being cognizant, informed, or aware.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it just me or are some of the rest of you starting to see a reason to use the real PURPOSE of the 2nd Amendment?
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been wondering why it hasn't happened, they would be honored!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Caught this last night from Elon Musk at the southern border to see for himself! twitter.com/.../1707565081750290910
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deepdance1hotmail.com
Joined On 8/13/2021 3:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nuremberg? informed consent?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 4:34:39 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

mjt11860
Joined On 1/6/2012 8:46:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

now we have a legit reason to start masking up, except we'll need to use biohazard masks, with a perfect seal around the face.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 5:34:32 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

raisingconsciousness
Joined On 4/17/2021 7:29:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covering "face" and eyes! Live in a hubble bubble! When it's in the food, the air, the water, the meds, the ........ their is no

avoidance, only? tell yourself, "I am invincible" to all their BS poison's and sacriaces, tell yourself, ""I do not consent" is all one can

do! Grow your own food etc.!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2023 12:50:18 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

chiaromc
Joined On 2/9/2019 12:32:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They shall reap what they sow

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 3:06:25 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yale University researchers are sociopaths with no moral compass.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 2:35:36 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time for all wise boys and girls to take the following daily in therapeutic amounts: Nattokinase, Lumbrokinase, and Serrapeptase.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 2:01:00 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The satanists of the NWO are ruthless killers.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 1:19:53 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know... an even more eTcient way to "vaccinate" people would be to get them to board empty train cars, bring them to airtight

warehouses, and then spray them all with the "air vax". Fauci would approve I'm sure.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 11:47:13 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We’re now living in an open air concentration camp.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/29/2023 12:30:12 PM

 Like   Dislike

 

raisingconsciousness
Joined On 4/17/2021 7:29:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then they might as well simply hit the death end goal by water air etc., depopulation agenda, and skip the pulmonary slower kill

lies they are doing now like with fake toxic food!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/30/2023 12:54:25 AM

 Like   Dislike

Link Between Insulin
Resistance and Disease
Acceleration
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nan68867
Joined On 7/30/2021 8:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We don't need vaccinations. They know it, we know it. They have the capability to annihilate some of us, or all of us, with military-grade

microwave radiation emitting towers everywhere, so why go with the slow death and suffering through their version of vaccinations, air

or otherwise? So it's less obvious? Maui was obvious. The covid shot injury and death has been obvious. Because that's what sadists do

perhaps?
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and it’s their tax payer funded cash cow. We the ppl are making them rich whilst they kill us all!
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dljc99
Joined On 12/6/2010 7:56:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A couple of weeks ago my sister, 63 years old, had a heart attack. The EKG was ane but the enzymes indicating a heart attack were

high. After many tests including a cardiac MRI the cardiologist said it was a freak heart attack maybe a blood clot or cholesterol etc.

For her job, my sister has had to get all the Covid vaccines. I am thinking that is what caused it. A blood clot makes sense. And now she

is on a heart med and she is starting a statin which I think is a bad idea. And this airborne RMNA vaccine is scary as hell. The things

they could do with it!
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I know a 52 year old girl who had a heart attack and died, no prior health problems. But she had gotten all the vaxxes. It's not just

people over 65.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi dljc99 - Hi, You will want to listen to Dr McCullough here: "Facts Matter" in Copenhagen: Dr. McCullough On Stage - -

rumble.com/v3l1thj-facts-matter-in-copenhagen-dr.-mccullough-on-stage...  - anyone NOT warning those who took shots are

also wipn idiots, Dr Mercola has repeated warnings numerous times. Unless you do not like your friends and relatives, these

shots are totally synthetic, nothing biologic is in them. See what Dr McCullough has to say about that!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MAD SCIENTISTS AT WORK FOR WANNEBE WORLD RULERS!...How else can one view or describe such insane stupidity being allowed.
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Nonimporta
Joined On 3/31/2023 6:51:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever amazing’ technology you read or hear about, know the evil 3-letter agencies had it decades before.
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PoeticJustice73
Joined On 8/20/2021 2:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah and they have been dumping it on us for at least 20 years....chemtrails. it wasn't as good as a delivery system as they

thought.....jab time! People have it backwards....it's not they jabbed and it didn't work so now aerosols, it's aerosols didn't work try

jabs. They will always take the path of least resistance arst....less risk of exposing themselves. The jabs painted a bullseye right

in their puppets backs. Either way, it's not the endgoal, just another step on the staircase.
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond exactly, they must be very short sighted but then again, I do not believe hellofgates has much of brain. neither schwab, soros

and the rest. Moreover, in order for society to produce a particular talent, a Michelangelo Bach Renoir Einstein, would need to have a

large mass of people cannot be produced from small groups, especially not if they are damaged by XG pharma vaxes and other

assorted poisons and if they think they can make it like how they modify cattle or plants they are more stupid than I imaged God was

the last who played with clay and turned out humans They want to mix humans with robotic parts but either Neuralink or cyborg way,

creativity does not come from such a composition such forced fraudulent husbandry That horrible overconadent BS that schwab’s pet

spawns of hacking humans.Frankenstein.

Already humanity lost lots of knowledge through this overconadent direction of the past half century when they brainwashed people

that only new ways/things are good everything that is old despicable/stupid/useless. They do not even know in depth the

plants/animals but they want to change it for “better”. Parallelly, they want to eliminate different cultures in order to have stronger

power above people but in reality they just make the world poorer.

Lack of variety makes the mind duller not productive for creative solutions ideas. And yes, since this covida BS I lost my interest in

dancing in fashion in going out meeting new people travelling basically in life.as it would be for me. In the shops I buy nothing in

supermarkets I am fascinated by how much I do not buyonly the basic necessities. And yes, I also have a library focusing on self-help

homesteading agriculture natural medicine and some literature, on which I spent my money instead of living my life. Still, I feel like I lost

living my life.
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Joined On 8/17/2020 10:32:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know they are already doing this - right? It’s just like when Biden said his administration approved Dimming the sun. They’ve already

been doing it for decades. They’ve just ramped it up.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gas masks required for chemical warfare! JFC!
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Munnster
Joined On 1/23/2020 5:20:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is criminal! All of those involved with this should be charged with crimes against humanity!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I see it, the Pharmaceutical Industry is h3ll bent on putting itself out of business, after all, killing off your customers is not a good

long term business strategy.
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drgradio
Joined On 8/27/2023 12:31:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Will probably suck on zink lozenges every day for the rest of my lifeis that be bad for me?
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rin1948
Joined On 1/22/2019 8:50:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks again and again Dr. Mercola for all you do to keep us informed of all the evil that’s going on in this world . It all is apparent to me

it starts in what is in the heart/mind of mankind man seems to be his own worst enemy these days.. more control freaks abound

everywhere meddling in the affairs of mankind toward evil deeds.. I mean how evil is it that an American university is willing to even

think in one’s mind to do what might be proposed to do to human beings made in the image of God almighty ?  Dr Mercola.. please keep

us all updated with what’s going on with the WHO and the power they are trying to steal from all sovereign nations of the world.. this is

so troubling to me amongst all that is going on in the world!
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Joined On 2/8/2012 9:38:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m Amazed and Appalled by these Mad Scientists that persist in poisoning Every Living Thing. Obviously Global Genocide, not only of

people, but animals, plants, even microorganisms.
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fuzzygoat
Joined On 3/29/2021 12:02:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is Natzi gassing tactics!
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spp3369
Joined On 2/11/2021 5:47:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ironic tragedy is that materialistic reductionism ends up creating the very conditions that they propose to be preventing, ultimate

harm, destruction, death. It's basically rape culture at nanoscale. Moral Bio-Enhancement? Seriously WTFF!!!
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's forced injection of murdering mRNA poisons exactly as the globalists want. More murder of all humanity.
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bobby9
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:59:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would recommend this book....Clouds of Secrecy: The Army's Germ Warfare Tests Over ... Amazon.com https://www.amazon.com  

Clouds-Secrecy-Armys-W... This disturbing study, based on government records, courtroom testimony and interviews, focuses on

biological-warfare testing and the U.S. Army's expanding ... Rating: 4.8  33 reviews  $22.97  In stock Clouds of Secrecy: The Army's

Germ Warfare Tests Over ... Goodreads https://www.goodreads.com   book  show Publisher's description: The book Clouds of Secrecy

is a probing examination of the Army's germ warfare testing program from World War II to the present (1987). Rating: 3.6  8 reviews

 $9.99
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chendri887
Joined On 8/22/2022 7:42:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This entire vaccine-virus mythology is driven by western global elitist s using the materialist status-seeking obedient Sino-sphere

goons to act as its SS henchmen. Look at all of these “studies” related to nano-particles and “vaccines” and “viruses” and you will

inevitably stumble upon a bevy of names from the Sino-sphere. Why, if “COVID” was so devastating to China, are there an unimaginably

huge number of Chinese “immigrants” here buying multimillion dollar investment properties? (The Hindu-sphere is a close second,)

This entire COVID affair is about the destruction of America—depopulation and the bringing down of our borders. Not a single member

of “our” government is doing anything about this. Nothing.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think we can at least trace this back to Nixon and Kissinger when in the 70’s they were hailed as hero’s for opening up “detente”

with China. Since then we’ve had “free trade” agreements that have cost our country unimaginable losses in treasure and middle

class workforce, to say the least. James Corbett of the Corbett Report has opened my eyes as to the high and mighty

“banksters’” sellout of all sovereign nations, hence globalization under the UN and WHO.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Opening the door for human testing" means not to determine safety but only effectiveness.
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps effectiveness and death are one in the same.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This interview from the EU was posted recently, major institutions are now missing critical thinking and ethics: "Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger

lays out the horrifying SECRET AGENDA of the UN and WHO" - - www.bitchute.com/.../CJpCoVxDerLq  - - Astrid is not working alone,

warning about the next six months or so, especially watch the children.
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stephenf999
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:26:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the "masters of the world" at the top of the WEF, BlackRock, Vanguard, the multi-billionaires, the top oTcials at Pazer, the top oTcials

at the CIA, and their families, etc., are not taking real vaccines now, how are they going to avoid breathing them in? Will the aerosols

containing the vaccines only be effective for short periods of time in the areas they are being released? Will they all avoid eating the

inoculated foods?
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PoeticJustice73
Joined On 8/20/2021 2:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their species are immune to the toxicants they purvey onto humans. They are of earth origins however, they are sub-terrestrials.

They are about 5-10 years from beginning a fake alien invasion/introduction. It will be the next step in the social hysteria agenda.

Keep fear going. Humanity doesn't realize it but it's not the arst species on this planet, it won't be the last and there are entities

that have been around for millions of years and have thousand year lifespans. Humans went from rocks to hunt to satellites and

cellphones in a few thousand years, imagine what you would invent in a million years. You can't even comprehend it...or the

minds that created it.
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Goldilocks1
Joined On 7/8/2010 5:13:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a bio-weapon and must never be allowed. End of story. End of story.
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PoeticJustice73
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Too late.
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joyceejohnson
Joined On 7/23/2018 10:22:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The chemtrails have already been found to contain virus, and probably just as easy to spray vacs or other poisons. What I'm suggesting

is that it is already happening on some level.
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DamianTR
Joined On 5/15/2023 2:26:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2) Also, the subgroup of genuine Covid-19 deaths must have had a considerably lower average decedents' age that that of the oTcial

"deaths involving Covid-19" group (DIC) as a whole, and shares of lower age-subgroups importantly higher in the subgroup. The

health-equivalent for perspectives of survival of a person at a speciac age while with the age-standard healt-status -are those of a

person with the considerably increased number of chronic conditions only if simultaneously his/her age is meaningfully lower (!). The

importantly increased number of conditions prevents the average age from reaching really very high values. The average age in the DIC

group is almost identical (little lower) to that of natural deaths in the year (after adjusting by Covid-19-illness-rates) = a vast majority of

the DIC group are natural 2020-decedents, who died due to aging, not to Covid-19. ...Unfortunately few of medicals understand the roof.
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DocEOC
Joined On 7/10/2008 10:31:55 PM
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This may answer why Klaus Schwaub stated, "you will own nothing and you will be happy". It gives me chills wondering how they may

accomplish that state of mind, but this article may provide us their intentions and methodology. If we don't stand up for our rights as

free citizens with a US Bill of Rights, we may and ourselves the unwitting recipients of unwanted and probably unnecessary vaccines

among other things. God help us!
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ska55124
Joined On 3/31/2014 5:17:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was revealed that there is already a patent for airborne MRNA seeding in 2019 or 2020 I think, it showed Chinese or Asian authors
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Air vaccination makes vaccine assault, even with multiple doses easy. Want to talk to a government oTcial? Your banker? Your son's

teacher? Want to buy groceries? Just step into this scanning chamber to ensure that you are not carrying any weapons. That aroma?

Breath easy, it's just an air freshener. Nothing really. You're good. On your way. H=
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Murlin54
Joined On 5/9/2020 10:46:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why don't they just put us in a gas chamber like Hitler did? Evil personiaed.
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sunZowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's bad enough that the government has been spraying chems on us for the past 75 years or so. This is wat-out evil and another plan for

the "cabal" to get rid of us "useless eaters" as they call us.
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raisingconsciousness
Joined On 4/17/2021 7:29:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GEESUS, so much for informed consent! Disgusting!
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fnarphin
Joined On 6/11/2022 10:47:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They want to use force to, what did he say, "morally enhance" the population. How is that different from Gandalf as Ringlord? Here it is,

Letter 246, "He would have continued to rule and order things for 'good', and the beneat of his subjects according to his wisdom (which

was and would have remained great). [The draft ends here. In the margin Tolkien wrote: 'Thus while Sauron multiplied [illegible word]

evil, he left 'good' clearly distinguishable from it. Gandalf would have made good detestable and seem evil.']" Reminds me of A

Clockwork Orange, too: "Choice, the boy has no choice, does he?"
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Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malathion used to be sprayed all over the city. All our food is poisoned with glyphosate. They will do this unless people object. And,

there will be no control group to prove the stuff is causing widespread damage. The leaders will have to breathe it too along with their

families.
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Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what can we do to protect ourselves? What if they just add this to the toxic chemtrails that are being sprayed constantly around the

globe? Looks like we're in a no win situation that is beyond our control.
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stvsdrs
Joined On 9/29/2023 7:06:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So are you alter out comments to remove anything that’s negative about the garbage that you create I would love to see you in person I

have a present for you
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Very very very bad
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stvsdrs
Joined On 9/29/2023 7:06:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May God bring down the hellare and brimstone upon you for what you have created you are a barbarian and you need to be removed

from the planet. How dare you vaccinate people without their permission
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trythis2
Joined On 9/29/2023 1:29:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The eliteist have been talking about depopulation for a long time, and Bill Gates Talks about it!!! I be they think this would help! Everyone

knows the eliteist and Government oTcials never got the real shots, just a fake shot!!! The shot have either injured or killed many

people in this world, heatlhy soccer players dropped dead on the aeld of play, and nobody could and a cause, but they all had the covid

shots, so could that be the cause? I say yes. I never took the shots and never will!!! Any time time a government wants to force people to

do something, they are up to no good!!! Especially when they hid a clause in one of the bills, where they were exempt from the shots, but

that wasn't widely reported!!! The government has been corrupt for a long time, and it won't stop!!!
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GLWaite21gmail.com
Joined On 6/1/2021 12:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now THIS might get me to start wearing a mask.
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Joined On 12/6/2021 7:18:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Precursor to mad eugenic aerosol rape!
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julieolink
Joined On 9/29/2023 11:16:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A compulsory covert bioenhancement to promote the morality of liberty and autonomy. Hilarious!
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Joined On 11/12/2021 6:23:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The magniacent advancement of medical researchers at Yale University has developed an airborne method for delivering mRNA right to

your lungs. We still have the right to consent what medical intervention is used for the purpose of public health here in the U.S. After the

debacle of the Covid 19 vaccination disaster that is currently affecting many here in the U.S. and abroad. This appears to be another

method to force mRNA to those who do not consent without our knowing.
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Joined On 1/25/2023 1:44:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surely the globalists know the dangers of their vaccines. If they plan to vaccinate all of us via an airborne route, then they must already

have an antidote to keep themselves safe. Our challenge is to and it.
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Tiptriptrap
Joined On 12/20/2021 6:53:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep typing, breathe deep and stay passive, that will teach them.
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Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How will they keep that toxic air out of their own lungs?
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Tiptriptrap
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With their new life extension antidotes.
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PoeticJustice73
Joined On 8/20/2021 2:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They won't and don't need to. They don't breath the same air as you or I, they are terraforming the surface of this planet to what

they breath, a toxic soup and they are not aliens from space, they are from earth and they are sub-terrestrials. *Awaiting

laughter* ...ask me how I know this... Or better yet ask yourself why you don't. There are more things in heaven and earth.....
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are entire self contained cities underground along with DUMB's. Deep Underground Military Bases. Oh, but I'm just a

conspiracy theorist.
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Joined On 2/3/2016 9:21:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crutchaeld appears to be typical of bioethicists these days...anything but ethical....I looked him up...just because I want to see what evil

looks like...medicine has become a very violent profession...
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Let's factor in those who may posture for inevitable lawsuits
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Lawsuits?!!! What happens when good people enter an evil court with a black robed judge? The only fair in this world sells cotton

candy.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The UN and the WHO have worldwide Diplomatic Immunity, no one can sue them, they can do anything.

www.bitchute.com/.../7XsA6FYTSE6u
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When any person, including one like Mark Saltzman of this research team, uses a phrase like "radically change" in reference to anything,

a massive red wag should instantly go up. Why is there a pressing need to vaccinate "people who live in remote areas" as if those people

are completely divorced from modernity and are not already vaccinated against the childhood diseases? And if they're not, so what?

That they live in remote areas clearly says they are not likely to pose a danger to anyone simply because of distance. And this ignores

the concept of bodily autonomy, which is fast becoming a punchline as it seems only to apply to a single contentious issue.

While it is entirely possible, perhaps even desirable, to be fascinated by scientiac breakthroughs and new ways of doing old things, it is

equally possible to regard these new developments with a healthy dose of skepticism. Things that are ostensibly done for our own good

have this way of being used for the wrong reasons, usually by the same people telling us how wonderful the new development is. What

happened to the greatest right of all - the right to be left alone? This nation was founded on the premise of individual liberty and that

you live your life as you please so long as doing so does not intrude on the rights of others.

It's not a hard-to-understand concept. No wonder so many in authority strain themselves trying to complicate it if not make it sound

loony. No wonder "doing your own research" became an Internet pejorative during the Covid scaremongering. The last thing they want is

autonomous individuals making independent decisions and assessing risk on their own. The last thing the control freaks want is free

people with agency acting in their own self-interest.
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teknical100
Joined On 2/10/2021 5:18:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, they delivered Covid through the air so the pretend vaccine is their natural step to wiping out the population of the earth just as the

WEF said it wanted on their website.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is against our constitutional rights! It has been proven that Covid 19 vaccines don't stop anyone from getting Covid and they have

caused more deaths than the Covid virus itself. This is bioweapontry against humanity and its wrong. This is nothing short of genocide

and this needs to stop now.
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PoeticJustice73
Joined On 8/20/2021 2:43:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And it has been going on for decades. Since project paperclip when they employed thousands of Nazi scientist in key positions,

since project mockingbird when they bought and inaltrated main stream media, from project sign and grudge when they

suppressed the truth about beings of other origins. It's directed by things you can't imagine and funded by bankers who are

literally trillionaires. You want to stop this then get people to unite instead of aght....only in unity, unity born of diversity, does

humanity have a chance of survival.
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020202
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The WHO and the UN have world wide Diplomatic Immunity.... our constitution can not touch them, they can intentionally kill and

it is not prosecutable. www.bitchute.com/.../7XsA6FYTSE6u
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You don't think the bad guys would opt for chemical castration this way? It would be wise to think that, just maybe, the bad guys already

have this modality for airborne vaccinations, no?
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doggiemom
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It is way past time for some new Nuremberg Trials to start. IMO they should have started when an experimental injection was

mandated.  Anyone even thinking of doing air borne exposure to these toxins is beyond reprehensible. People need to wake up to the

fact these "scientist" and the government are trying to kill as many of us as possible as quickly as possible.
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AirVax: Simply the new Spray Censorship! And Guns are Precision Censorship... I see a graphic: Das Chemical's New Spray for Freedom.

Effective at WAY over 20 feet....
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Freedom seeds will rule soon.
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I wonder, can any methodology for blocking the function (much as we have Zinc ionophores) be developed? Would there be any other

living creatures left alive? I don't see any way out of this disaster. Even 5G is damaging plant growth.
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depopulation i weep for our childrens future Thank you Dr Mercola for all the work you and your team are doing! greatly appreciated
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How do we even stop this ?
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Obviously these terrorists don't give a *** about peoples freedom of choice and are forcing it on everyone, this has got to be illegal. You

can bet your bottom dollar that the idiots that are proposing this know EXACTLY how long it takes to dissipate and will be hiding

somewhere in air condition rooms so they don't inhale it...
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The whole thing is illegal, from start to anish. Nobody seems to care except the few good doctors/podcasters who are telling the

truth, offering ways to beat this and the many Substack writers and readers.
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It's clear that these ghouls care not one jot about the public they purport to 'protect' for they'd otherwise accept that we want no more of

their mRNA Frankenstein 'vaccination' technology, whether administered surreptitiously via aerosol or equally fraudulently via injections

supported by bunches of lies and misrepresentations.... While we all now know that there are well proven cheap and viable prophylactic

treatments for these viral maladies there has not been one mention of this fact from the grubby WHO or their co-conspirators at Big

Pharma, all of whom are mesmerized by the always beckoning Holy Dollar!
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We're from the government and we're here to hell you.
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